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Your City

Beautiful beaches, lots to trade, and great places to stay. Your city got it all!

Your city is near the top of the Adjective River. It was built in a bend of the river. It can be found

in the North east south west . No city anywhere by it.

Plural noun choose to settle here because they could use the river for transport and for Liquid to

drink. It is close to the Plural noun so our Plural noun can find live stalk like Plural noun . It is

very Adjective in our city and we have lots of Noun .

You can live in your own house or a Pobob (P-oe-bob). In Your city Pobob means Noun of

many Plural noun .

We trade a little Noun and Noun . We also trade First name milk, fish, wheat and corn,

and Name of a person . We Verb up and down the river to trade and to be Past tense verb to.

We have a very well run Noun center. We import Adjective Leave this blank!

Plural noun .

We have one Noun as our leader. He Verb up Plural noun and Plural noun and the

people of the city Verb .

We



have 5 Noun classes.

Plural noun and Plural noun :

Buried with furniture, Plural noun gold and silver, and other Adjective materials.

Verb ending in ing merchants, priests, and Noun :

Verb with furniture, gold, and other Noun materials.

Proper noun and farmers:

Buried with furniture, silver, and other family materials.

Noun Servants:

Verb with a little Plural noun and other Noun materials.

Slaves:

Usually Plural noun and people caught in battle.

Usually Past tense verb with Noun sometimes a little family materials.

The



people of Savall believe in only one god, Famous person . Our people loved him so much that they named

the city after him. Their main temple was ten stories tall. Five stories helped create a giant, hallow statue of

Savall. The king was given the privilege to live in the statues head. This was thought to give the king his ideas to

improve the city. The guards lived in Savalls statues arm. This was thought to give them strength. Prisoners were

put in the three stories below the mighty statues feet. The people have made a totem pole in the middle of the

trading center. They guard the city from cheats. This totem pole shows the seven siblings of Savall.

Same famous person grate pets Gingeraa (pet of peace) and Mavearre (pet of war) have to monsorous statues

guard the main gate to the city. They guard the city from evil men and women. There were three other temples

found a round the city.

This temple was also one of our peoples grate artworks. Some other grate artworks of the city of Savall were the

beautiful pots of gold and silver. Some other grate art is the monstrous mural on the side of one the citys temples

that shows the great king Scoatta (ruled 2340 B.C. 2300 B.C.) on a city wall. This mural was painted 2299 B.C.

by Ejo Asca.

The Savalleans were also very scientific minded. They made things like the elevator, slaves pulled on ropes to

lift a small platform. This was found in the great temple. They also made pots and pans, a sling shot type cannon,

a type of pluming, an arena, and a boat that can go up and stream. To do the pluming the Savalleans dug grate

tunnels but stopped 1 inch away went to the very back of the tunnel and fired a cannon ball at the very thin wall.

The



cannon ball would break though the wall and water would stream in.

As you can see Savall has every thing you can think of and even the great god Savall would say it is a great place

to live!
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